FAO ‘Head of Resolutions’ Paul Jonson &
(ALL)PANNONES LLP’s & DIRECTORS
123 Deansgate Manchester M3 2BU
07.12.2012
Ref; your deadline and threat of PRISON committal proceedings expiring at 4pm.
Ref VOID INJUNCTION ORDER 2MA90015 – STATUTORY DECLARATION – COMMERCIAL LIEN
Dear All PANNONE Partners
I attach here a copy of the letter sent BY FAX, EMAIL & RECORDED DELIVERY to HM Courts in
Manchester today in connection with this matter and thus I seek a criminal prosecution against the
administrator DAVID FOSKITT.
I hereby advise that this is a;
NOTICE TO AGENT IS NOTICE TO PRINCIPAL, NOTICE TO PRINCIPLE IS NOTICE TO AGENT
THAT;
1. I have offered to bring this matter to an end by resolution. I hereby offer a third party to
conduct that resolution, that being Mr Roger Hayes, who has offered to conduct himself as
that third party.
2. Your continued threats are not helping things to a resolution and I hereby wish it to be
known by all partners that a failure to help bring this matter to an end by resolution and to
continue in line of applying for an unlawful order for committal will hereby result in the lien
being added to by £1,000,000 (£1 million pound) per each individual partner/director in this
company as described below.
3. The deadline, my deadline, to enter into voluntary resolution talks via third party will be
Monday at 4pm the 10th of December 2012.
4. Failure to comply will result in the publications and enforced collections against the
commercial lien in this matter plus the new amounts per individual partner or director of the
company, old or new covering the last 12 months of this initial lien issued one year ago and
subject to your next course of action.

Holders of the current lien.

Mike & Ann: Clarke
31 Cherry Tree Rd
Blackpool
FY44NS
Potential new lien that may be issued subject to your next course of action listed below;

NOTICE OF LIEN
In the event, of unlawful imprisonment. Be advised as follows: I am aware of the threat of unlawful actions against me by Pannone Partners to orchestrate an
unlawful tribunal - described as “committal proceedings”.
I hereby give notice of my intended action against all directors or partners at Pannone Partners of a
private criminal prosecution should any such action be instigated.
It is my claim that there is blatant bias in any hearing being conducted by a member of the legal
profession in support of a claim by another member of the legal profession. Only a jury could give a
fair and balanced judgment in a matter involving any claim by a member of the legal profession.
Furthermore... there is a high degree of probability that administrator FOSKITT & or others is or are
members of the Masonic brotherhood - an organisation in which fellow members swear allegiance
to each other... this is contrary to the principle that a court official should give unbiased treatment clearly this is not possible if any member of Pannones is also a member of this group.
I am aware that a tribunal i.e. any hearing with a single member of the legal profession providing the
services as an arbitrator - is subject to the consent of BOTH parties to a dispute - the hearing is not
compulsory.
I decline my consent and will take appropriate action (private criminal prosecution) against any
administrator who acts against me in this matter. I will accept only judgment by my peers. You
should also be aware of my intention to instigate a further lien in pursuit of compensation for the
unlawful harassment being perpetrated by the 'legal profession' - contrary to my common law rights.
I am going to keep pressing the court for evidence that they have the authority to conduct hearings
with a single administrator... & for them to SHOW ME THE LAW... which I know they can't.
Michael & Ann: Clarke

31 Cherry Tree Rd
Blackpool
FY4 4NS

HM Courts
Civil Justice Centre
1 Bridge St West
Manchester M60 9DJ
FAXED EMAILED & RECORDED DELIVERY
Date: 07.12.2012
Ref: 2MA90015
Dear Sirs
I refer to a request for a common law court with a Jury.
The reply that came in the form of letter attached, we were informed by recorded telephone call,
that came from David Foskitt.
David Foskitt operated as a Judge without my consent to a hearing on the 5 th May 2012 in a clear
denial to my request for due process.
This is against my human rights article 6, entitlement to a fair and impartial jury trial under common
law.
I enclose the letter concerning this at the time and I seek;
1. Disclosure of the law and where it may state, “ The law does not provide for a Jury in this
situation and so the hearing will be dealt with by a Judge alone”.
2. Considering the gravity of the situation and where criminal allegations were made in the
counter claim to this injunction what right has an administrator, ‘FOSKITT’ to sit in
judgement over this case without the consent of all parties.
3. I seek guidance from the court in order to lay a claim against the administrator FOSKITT for
conspiracy to pervert the course of justice in a clear denial of my rights under article 6 of the
European convention on Human Rights in this matter.
I also would like the court to formally confirm my concerns on the following points;
a) Notice of void order 2MA90015 via Statutory Declaration sent in.
b) Notice of bias... covering the issue of the 'shared profession of the court administrator and
Pannones and ;
c) My intention of proceeding with a private criminal prosecution against the court
administrator.
d) I also believe the masonic Brotherhood as a point of bias... I am looking for the CA (court
administrator) to confirm/deny membership of the fraternity to rule out bias.
Kind regards,
Mike Clarke.
31 Cherry Tree Rd, Blackpool FY4 4NS
Tel:UK Mobile 07523287267

